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Advancements in reinforcement learning and deep learning have surpassed human experts and achieved
impressive feats on many complex sequential decision making problems. To tackle the high sample complexity
of reinforcement learning methods, model-based reinforcement learning learns a model of the environment
dynamics to improve the sample efficiency of learning. The learnt model also enables future prediction for
forward planning to improve task performance. However, from the complex and high-dimensional nature of
problems emerges a trade-off between the model’s sample efficiency and prediction accuracy. Representation
learning methods are proposed to learn compressed yet informative latent representations of the state space.
This survey aims to provide an overview of representation learning methods for learning and planning in
model-based reinforcement learning, and discuss challenges and future directions from the present onward.
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INTRODUCTION

"Reinforcement learning is learning what to do–how to map situations to actions–so as to maximize
a numerical reward signal" [40]. Aided by the highly expressive deep neural networks, reinforcement
learning has shown to be effective across a range of highly complex sequential decision making
problems, such as long-horizon control and dexterous manipulation in robotics.
However, reinforcement learning faces a problem of high sample complexity, where a large
number of training samples are required, limiting its application in important domains. Model-based
reinforcement learning is a promising approach, by learning an explicit model of environment
dynamics, in the form of a state-space model, to reduce the need for real-world samples. While modelbased methods have been successful in improving sample complexity [18, 30], many unresolved
challenges remain, such as the high dimensionality of observations limiting training efficiency
and performance. Representation learning methods are thus proposed to learn a compressed yet
informative latent representation of the state space.
Various surveys have addressed model-based methods for learning and planning [31, 33, 36, 47].
Plaat et al. (2020) surveyed the use model-based planning for high-dimensional problems [34]. Plaat
et al. (2021) surveyed the challenge of high-accuracy dynamics models [35]. In contrast, this work
is the first to focus and survey the landscape of representation learning methods for model-based
reinforcement learning.
Section 2 provides the necessary background and formalism for reinforcement learning, modelbased reinforcement learning and state-space models. Section 3 surveys the field. Section 4 introduces benchmarks commonly used for various problems and tasks. Section 5 provides a discussion
on existing challenges and proposes an outlook of the field. Section 6 concludes the survey.
2
2.1

PRELIMINARIES
Reinforcement Learning

The reinforcement learning framework consists of an agent learning from its interactions with
the environment[40]. With every action 𝑎𝑡 taken by the agent, the environment returns a state
𝑠𝑡 +1 and a reward 𝑟𝑡 +1 . Reinforcement learning problems can be formally modelled as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), a 4-tuple (𝑆, 𝐴,𝑇𝑎 , 𝑅𝑎 ), where 𝑆 is a set of states, 𝐴 is a set of actions where
𝐴𝑠 ⊆ 𝐴 is the set of actions available from state 𝑠. 𝑇𝑎 is the transition function, where 𝑇𝑎 (𝑠, 𝑠 ′) is
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the probability that action 𝑎 in state 𝑠 at time 𝑡 will lead to state 𝑠 ′ at time 𝑡 + 1. 𝑅𝑎 (𝑠, 𝑠 ′) is the
immediate reward received after transitioning from state 𝑠 to state 𝑠 ′ having taken action 𝑎.
The goal of reinforcement learning is to find the optimal policy 𝑎 = 𝜋 ∗ (𝑠), that gives the best
action 𝑎 in all
Í states 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 that will maximise the reward. The expected sum of future rewards
𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) = 𝐸 [ 𝑡∞=0 𝛾 𝑡 𝑅𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 ) (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡 +1 )], discounted with parameter 𝛾 over 𝑡 time steps, with 𝑠 = 𝑠 0 .
𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) is the value function of a state.
2.2

Model-Based Reinforcement Learning

Fig. 1. Model-Based Reinforcement Learning [40]

Reinforcement learning suffers from the problem of sample inefficiency, and worsened by limited
real-world data in many domains such as robotics, motivating the need for model-based reinforcement learning, having a model that models the environment dynamics, allowing sampling from the
environment model, improving sample efficiency in terms of real-world data.
In model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL), a transition model 𝑇𝑎 (𝑠, 𝑠 ′) and optionally a
reward model 𝑅𝑎 (𝑠, 𝑠 ′) are learnt. The models can be learned by sampling the environment and
then be used to update the policy and value. When learning the transition/reward model is less
complex than learning the policy model, the model-based approach is more sample efficient [34].
2.3

Latent State-Space Models

State-space models (SSMs) learn a representation of the state and can model complex non-linear
transition dynamics for model-based reinforcement learning. Given a probabilistic graphical model,
the joint distribution of a SSM can be factorized as:
𝑝𝜃 (𝑥 1:𝑇 , 𝑟 1:𝑇 , 𝑧 1:𝑇 |𝑎 1:𝑇 ) = Π𝑇𝑡=1𝑝𝜃 (𝑥𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 )𝑝𝜃 (𝑟𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 )𝑝𝜃 (𝑧𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 −1, 𝑎𝑡 −1 ))
where 𝜃 are learnable model parameters, 𝑥 1:𝑇 denotes all observations from 𝑡 = 1, ...,𝑇 , and
likewise for 𝑟 1:𝑇 , 𝑧 1:𝑇 and 𝑎 1:𝑇 , and the 3 distributions in the factorization correspond to observations
𝑝𝜃 (𝑥𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 ), rewards 𝑝𝜃 (𝑟𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 ), and transitions 𝑝𝜃 (𝑧𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 −1, 𝑎𝑡 −1 ).
The state space model can be viewed as a partially-observable Markov decision process (POMDP),
where 𝜃 is learned from observed data 𝐷 = 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟𝑡 𝑇𝑡=1 . Since maximum likelihood estimation is
intractable as latent 𝑧𝑡 ’s need to be marginalized out, the evidence lower bound (ELBO) under the
data distribution 𝑝𝑑 can be optimized, i.e. 𝐸𝑝𝑑 [𝐿𝑒 ] ≤ 𝐸𝑝𝑑 [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝𝜃 (𝑥 1:𝑇 , 𝑟 1:𝑇 |𝑎 1:𝑇 )], where

𝐿𝑒 =

𝑇
Õ

(𝐸𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑡 ) [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝𝜃 (𝑥𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 )] + 𝐸𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑡 ) [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝𝜃 (𝑟𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 )] − 𝐸𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑡 −1 ) [𝐷 𝐾𝐿 [𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑡 ) ∥𝑝𝜃 (𝑧𝑡 |𝑧𝑡 −1, 𝑎𝑡 −1 )]])

𝑡 =1

and 𝑞𝜙 is a variational distribution parameterized by 𝜙.
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SURVEY OF METHODS

The success of representation learning methods for model-based reinforcement learning depends
on the problem or task targeted. The dynamics model or state-space model in model-based reinforcement learning is typically used for planning, learning and exploration tasks. In planning, the
dynamics model is applied recursively to the current state to predict future states, also known as a
roll-out. Multiple roll-outs are evaluated and the actions of the best roll-out is chosen. In learning,
the dynamics model can generate synthetic trajectories of the data samples collected by the agent
in the real environment, reducing the dependence on real-world samples to train the agent policy.
In exploration, the model’s prediction accuracy or uncertainty can indicate the degree to which
states are unexplored.
In this section, I describe a few recent approaches of representation learning used for model-based
reinforcement learning. I introduce latent variable models, directional dynamics models, contrastive
representation learning, graph neural networks and causal models, and how each family of methods
overcome challenges in various tasks such as planning, learning and exploration.
3.1

Latent Variable Models

Observations perceived by an agent may be high-dimensional such as images, whose distributions
are difficult to model. Recent advances in deep learning have enabled learning of effective latent
dynamics models [9, 15, 22, 26] that can compress high-dimensional observations into a lowdimensional yet informative abstract representation, or latent vector, of the state of the environment.
World Models was introduced by Ha and Schmidhuber (2018) [17] that compresses images
using a variational autoencoder [24] to capture spatial information about the state, which is then
applied to a transition function using a mixture density recurrent neural network [8] to capture
temporal information of states across time. The resultant spatio-temporal latent representation is
then processed by the agent instead of raw images for learning. World Models further showed that
an agent that learns purely within the world model, using only model samples without any real
samples, can outperform high-performing model-free reinforcement learning algorithms.
While relatively successful, learning dynamics models that are sufficiently accurate for planning
in the latent space, especially in image-based domains, remain a challenge. Planning accuracy is
limited by the compounding error phenomenon, where one-step prediction errors of learnt transition
models can accumulate over multiple steps [3, 23, 37, 41]. To tackle accurate planning, Hafner et al.
(2019) proposed the Deep Planning Network (PlaNet) [19] which showed that a dynamics model
with deterministic and stochastic components can be trained with latent overshooting to minimises
multi-step prediction errors, solving control tasks that exceed the difficulty of tasks previously
solved by planning with learned models [4, 45].
Following the success of latent state representation and latent planning, Hafner et al. (2020)
proposed Dreamer that trains both the dynamics model and the agent policy end-to-end, significantly outperforming all previous model-free and model-based methods to learn long-horizon
behaviours purely within its world model, achieving human-level performance on 55 Atari games
[7]. Nonetheless, while Dreamer successfully performs accurate long-term predictions up to 45
steps forward in latent space, recent model architecture advancements with transformers show
improvements up to 100 steps in model prediction [21].
3.2

Directional Dynamics Models

An adjacent approach to resolving the compounding error phenomenon are dynamics models
that use forward, backward and inverse models. The forward model 𝑠𝑡 +1 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) predicts the
next state 𝑠𝑡 +1 given a current state 𝑠𝑡 and action 𝑎𝑡 at time 𝑡. The backward model 𝑠𝑡 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑡 +1, 𝑎𝑡 )
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predicts the previous state given the current state and previous action taken. The inverse model
𝑎𝑡 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡 +1 ) predicts the action that takes the current state to the next state. To improve planning
accuracy, combinations of directional dynamics models were proposed to better capture the context
of a state within its latent representation.
Lai et al. (2020) showed with Bidirectional Model-based Policy Optimisation (BMPO) that constructing an additional backward dynamics model alongside a forward model lowers reliance on the
accuracy of predictions of the forward model [27]. Since BMPO uses both forward and backward
models to generate shorter roll-outs from real-world samples, prediction errors have fewer steps
to compound, and BMPO outperforms existing model-based methods in sample efficiency and
performance. In contrast to implicitly learning the context of a state, Lee et al. (2020) proposed the
Context-aware Dynamics Model (CaDM) that learns an explicit context latent vector that captures
contextual information useful for both forward and backward prediction.

3.3

Contrastive Representation Learning

Latent variable and directional dynamics models mentioned in previous sections require prediction
of possibly high-dimensional observations, needing to reconstruct all pixels of an image-based
observation. Pixel-based reconstruction is limited, especially when a small pixel change in the
environment is crucial to performing well in a task, such as a small bullet on the screen. In the real
world, observations also tend to be visually complex, and pixel reconstruction will not generalise
well to similar tasks but with different appearances. Contrastive representation learning is an
info-theoretic approach to model a latent representation based on the mutual information between
variables, thus capturing only informative features of the observation, circumventing problems
with pixel-based reconstruction.
Contrastive learning is a self-supervised learning method that learns useful representations
without the need for labels [13, 14, 16, 20, 48], which has shown to close the performance gap
between supervised and unsupervised methods of deep image models [10, 11]. Contrastive learning
contrasts between samples by pulling together similar "positive" samples and pushing away different
"negative" samples in the embedding space, and the resulting representation vector has shown to
be highly performant for downstream tasks.
Srinivas et al. (2020) proposed Contrastive Unsupervised Representations for Reinforcement
Learning (CURL) that extracts high-level features from raw pixels using contrastive learning
to perform off-policy control on top of the extracted features [28]. CURL first performs data
augmentations, such as random cropping, to obtain data-augmented "views" of the same image that
are labelled as positive samples and other images are labelled as negative samples for contrastive
learning. CURL showed that contrastive learning of augmented views nearly matches the sample
efficiency of methods that use state-based features, and significantly outperformed PlaNet, Dreamer
and other model-free methods on the DeepMind control (DMControl) suite.
Other than contrasting between augmented views of the same image to represent states, following
the effectiveness of contrastive representations, a range of contrastive formulations has emerged.
Ma et al. (2020) contrasts between an image and its learnt latent representation [30], Nguyen et al.
(2021) contrasts between images of adjacent timesteps [32], Stooke et al. (2021) contrasts between
images in the same trajectory [39] and Yarats et al. (2021) contrasts between data-augmented views
of images at adjacent timesteps, assigning representations to prototypes before contrasting the
assigned prototypes to accelerate exploration [46]. Nonetheless, Rakelly et al. (2021) proves that a
representation that maximises only forward information that maximises predictive power over
future states is sufficient for optimal control under any reward function [38].
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Graph Neural Networks and Causal Models

Beyond problems of compounding prediction errors and high-dimensionality of observations,
tasks that require compositional reasoning and counterfactual reasoning [2] has resulted in the
proposal of alternative approaches to tackle them. Compositional reasoning allows agents to reason
about a state in terms of its individual, localized elements. Counterfactual reasoning allows agents
to reason about possible alternatives beyond what is observed through interventional actions.
Graph neural networks tackle compositional reasoning by disentangling scenes into objects, their
properties and relations between them [5, 12]. Kipf et al. (2019) proposed Contrastive learning of
Structured World Models (C-SWM), applying a graph neural network model to predict updates
in the latent state representation between the current and the next states Δ𝑧𝑡 = 𝑇 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) =
𝐾 ) [25]. C-SWM shows that an object-based factorization of the state provides
𝐺𝑁 𝑁 ({(𝑧𝑡𝑘 , 𝑎𝑘𝑡 )}𝑘=1
a strong inductive bias that allows for an agent to generalise to novel interactions of objects. To
perform counterfactual reasoning, Li et al. (2020) proposes Causal World Models (CWM) that applies
graph neural networks similar to C-SWM, but in contrast, additionally models the relationship
between intervened observations and alternative futures by estimating latent confounding factors.
CWM demonstrates superior performance to C-SWM on physical reasoning tasks [29].
4

BENCHMARKS

To evaluate the diversity of tasks and problems involving model-based reinforcement learning,
a wide variety of benchmarks for model-based reinforcement learning exists, with commonly
used ones being MuJoCo, a physics machine for model-based control in robotics [43], the Arcade
Learning Environment (ALE), an interface to hundreds of Atari 2600 game environments designed to
be a challenge for human players [7], the DeepMind Control Suite (DMControl), a set of continuous
control tasks intended as benchmarks for reinforcement learning agents [42], the DeepMind Lab
(DMLab), a 3D game platform for complex tasks in large, partially-observed and visually diverse
worlds [6], and Robosuite, a simulation framework for robot learning powered by MuJoCo [50].
The choice of benchmarks for model-based reinforcement learning methods depend on the task
that the method aims to tackle or the problem that the method aims to solve. DMControl was
chosen to evaluate Dreamer for learning long-horizon behaviours and credit assignment. C-SWM
was evaluated on simple block pushing environment to understand the accuracy of its learnt latent
transitions. Given the highly diverse nature of sequential decision making tasks, benchmarks chosen
need to be specific to the task or problem targeted. Tasks may vary significantly, such as control tasks
with a different degrees of freedom, long-horizon tasks that require long-term planning, tasks with
visually complex observations and tasks that require combinatorial or causal reasoning. For example,
the MuJoCo environment’s backgrounds were replaced with natural videos to evaluate CVRL on
performance on complex visual observations. Problems are similarly diverse, with continuous action
spaces, partial observability of the environment, multiple interacting cooperative or competitive
agents, imperfect or asymmetric information between agents and stochastic environments, and
will require custom modifications to existing benchmarking environments.
5
5.1

CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK
Reproducibility

Deep reinforcement learning agents suffer from multiple critical challenges, such as high variance in
training, hyperparameter sensitivity of results and heavy computational requirements, which may
significantly hinder the reproducibility of methods proposed. Deep reinforcement learning agents
suffer from high variance in training because of chance exploration, where agents may stumble
upon a high-scoring state sometimes and miss out on such states at other times, resulting in a high
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variance in final performance across different random seeds. The performance of deep reinforcement
learning methods are generally hyperparameter-sensitive, and one particular configuration of
hyperparameters that is optimised for one benchmark may not be sufficiently optimised for other
benchmarks. Since model-based reinforcement learning includes several components–training of a
dynamics model, the prediction of trajectories, policy optimization and planning–each component
requires the tuning of several design parameters that can significantly impact performance [49].
Due to the heavy computationl requirements of training deep reinforcement learning agents,
and a large permutation of hyperparameter configurations to tune, worsened by the need for a
sufficient number of random seeds to adjust for variance, without the exact code development
setup, reproducibility of published methods’ performance for comparison with newer algorithms
is highly challenging, which is exacerbated by the lack of open-source code [44]. Agarwal et al.
(2021) show discrepancies in the comparisons of methods in previous works due to the statistical
uncertainty implied by the use of a limited number of training runs [1]. Nonetheless, a needed
change in how performance is evaluated would prevent unreliable results from stagnating the field.
5.2

Benchmarking

Aside from reproducibility, benchmarking is a complex challenge in model-based reinforcement
learning because tasks and problems are highly diverse. The improvement sought by model-based
reinforcement learning are not limited to sample efficiency and planning accuracy but also the
interpretability of agent policies, exploration efficiency and many others. Since benchmarking
environments need to be targeted to specific tasks and problems, non-standard modifications are
required of environments, such as pre-processing of observations, reward function modifications
or different episode horizons [44], further worsening the difficulty to make accurate comparisons
across methods and quantify scientific progress. Nonetheless, benchmarking challenges seem to be
reflective of the high complexity nature of sequential decision making problems in general.
5.3

Outlook

Model-based reinforcement learning has shown to be promising as it can exceed their model-free
counterparts in performance and sample efficiency [34], and the model-based framework lends
itself well to counterfactual reasoning. Given the improvements in representation learning, which
has shown to further improve model-based reinforcement learning methods, further advancements
in representation learning are likely to further drive performance improvements. Representation
learning for model-based reinforcement learning will increasingly be used for tasks not just in planning and learning but for exploration, interpretability, counterfactual reasoning and compositional
learning, among many others. Despite the complex challenges of model-based reinforcement learning research, a focus on the robustness of experimentation methodology will lead to an optimistic
outlook for the field of model-based reinforcement learning.
6

CONCLUSION

Model-based reinforcement learning has benefited greatly from advancements in representation
learning. The new approaches allow us to approach more complex and diverse problems and tasks
than before. The literature of representation learning for model-based reinforcement learning is
widely varied, with latent variable models, directional dynamics models, contrastive representation
learning, graph neural networks and causal models. This survey is a brief summary of the literature on representation learning for model-based reinforcement learning, and there exists other
alternative approaches that are likely to have also been applied on model-based reinforcement
learning. I hope that this survey will contribute to a better overview of the diverse approaches and
considerations to representation learning for model-based reinforcement learning.
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